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CS47300:  Web Information Search and 

Management

Search Ethics: Bias

Prof. Chris Clifton

21 October 2020

Ethics Issues for Web Search

What’s the Problem?

• Privacy

– Query

– Pages clicked

– Profiles

• Inappropriate search 

results

– Children

– “Picking” what you want 

people to see

– Racial/Gender/Ethnic/… 

bias
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US Law: COPPA

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule

• COPPA restricts:

– Enabling a child to make personal information publicly available in 
identifiable form

– Passive tracking of a child online

– Collecting children’s information for profiling and behavioral advertising

– Requiring personal information to participate in online games/activities

• Child Online Protection Act

– Would have restricted internet transmission of material harmful to minors

– Struck down as unconstitutional
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Restriction on Search Results

• German law prohibits hate speech (Volksverhetzung)

– Includes glorifying National Socialism, Holocaust Denial

– Has been used to require Google to remove sites from search 

results

• United Kingdom (and others) restricts certain searches

– Blacklisted searches must return no results

40

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volksverhetzung
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Filter Bubbles

• Search engine goal

– Satisfy your information 

need?

– Sell advertising?

– Keep you coming back!

• Give you what you want to 

see

• What do you want to see?

– Things that match your query

– What other people like

• Pagerank

– What you’ve liked in the past

• Profiling (we’ll discuss this later)

– What others like you like

• Collaborative filtering
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Filter Bubbles:  Problem

• Your goal (hopefully):  Satisfy information need

– Technologies customize this to what you are predicted to like

– See only subset of information
• Typically the same subset

• Outcome:  Myopic view of the world

– Not the best information, but information that matches 
predictions

– Or, matches your expectations

• Personal and societal implications

42
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Experiment:  Disable Profiling

• Turn off profiling for a week

– See if you notice a difference

• It isn’t easy to do

– Privacy settings
• Hard to find, limited capabilities

– Cookies
• Turn them off entirely and a lot of sites break

– Web beacons
• Install blockers – but be careful, not all are reputable

43

Big Data Ethics: Detecting Bias in 

Data Collection, Algorithmic 

Discrimination and ‘Informed Refusal’
Chris Clifton, Daniel Kelly, Kendall Roark
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Discrimination in AI:

What’s all the fuss?

What’s all the fuss?
(Dastin ‘18)

• Resume screening tool

– Trained on prior applications

– Demonstrated bias toward male applicants

– Manual avoidance of “obvious” discriminatory words

• Scrapped for fear of remaining biases
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What’s all the fuss?
(Angwin, Larson, Mattu, Kirchner ‘16)

• Similar cases lead to different outcomes
– Minor theft (shoplifting, stealing a bike)

– Black offender predicted as more likely to commit 
future crime than white

– Despite white offender having criminal record!

• Statistical analysis suggests this is common

What’s all the fuss?

(Sanburn ‘15)

• Ms. Lone Elk (and others) 
required to provide 
identification to use 
Facebook

– Viewed as potential 
violation of “real name” 
policy

• No such barriers for 
“dominant majority”
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What’s all the fuss?

(Sweeney ‘13)

• Blacks and whites see 
different ads on the internet
– Even if race not part of the 

profile

• Sweeney found that first 
names typically associated 
with blacks and whites lead 
to different ads
– Otherwise identical profiles 

and histories

What’s all the fuss?
(Datta,Tschantz, and Datta ‘15)

• Study of impact of different 

ad privacy settings

• Disclosing Gender 

resulted in fewer ads for 

high-paying jobs
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And it isn’t just CS people who notice

• In an increasingly 

automated world, what IF 

AI tools punish the poor?

• Prof. Virginia

Eubanks,

U. Albany,

Feb. 13, 2019

Fowler Hall

Purdue U.
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What are the reasons?

• Discrimination intentionally programmed into the system?

– Let’s hope not

• Historical bias in the training data?

– May explain some, but not all

• Insensitivity on the part of developers?

– Maybe

• Or perhaps we don’t know (yet)?
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Conventional Wisdom:

It’s the Training Data
• “Data is frequently imperfect in ways that allow these algorithms to inherit 

the prejudices of prior decision makers.”
– Solon Barocas and Andrew Selbst, Big Data's Disparate Impact,104 California 

Law Review 671 (2016)

• “Bias can easily creep into seemingly objective algorithms due to the 
selective nature of the training data”
– Sidebar highlight in Jamie Griffiths, The ineradicable bias at the heart of 

algorithm design, The Panopoly, 2/15/19

• “We often shorthand our explanation of AI bias by blaming it on biased 
training data. The reality is more nuanced”
– Karen Hao, This is how AI bias really happens—and why it’s so hard to fix, 

Technology Review 2/14/19

– Proceeds to discuss three ways that training data becomes biased (beyond 
historical bias)
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Credit Scoring using Decision Trees

(with Abhishek Sharma)

• Experiment in Fairness using Statlog (German Credit 

Data) Data Set
Data made available by Professor Dr. Hans Hofmann, Universität Hamburg via the UCI Machine Learning Repository

• Learn a decision tree from historical decisions

– Data about credit applications

– Decision made

• Better training data would be if loan was repaid…

• Decision tree:  model used to make future decisions

– Goal is to make similar decisions to historical data
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http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2477899
https://www.thepanoply.com/the-ineradicable-bias-at-the-heart-of-algorithm-design/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612876/this-is-how-ai-bias-really-happensand-why-its-so-hard-to-fix/
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Evaluating Impact of Biased Data

• Prior work has discovered little gender bias in this dataset
– Pedreschi et al., Mancuhan & Clifton ’14

– Some disparity, but well-explained by other factors

• What happens if we induce gender bias?
– Does the learned model show bias?

• Trained models on original data, data with x% of decisions 
changed to favor males over females

• Baseline:  “all data” (including Gender)
– Gender-specific models

– “Gender-blind” model

61

Gender Bias:  Success Rate

62

Success in

test data

Trained/tested

on one gender
Single model

trained w/o

gender

Success in

test data

Trained/tested

on one gender
Single model

trained w/o

gender
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Gender Bias:  Accuracy

63

Baseline

Accuracy

Trained/tested

on one gender
Single model

trained w/o

gender

Baseline

Accuracy

Trained/tested

on one gender
Single model

trained w/o

gender

Potential sources

• Historical bias in training data
– Can we detect this?

• Feedback bias
– Meth lab reports in Terre Haute

• Increase police presence

– Nearly 400 Meth labs in Terre Haute!
• Is Terre Haute really the hotbed of Meth?

• “Tyranny of the majority”
– Small populations deemed outliers

– Algorithms effective “on average”, but ignore rare cases

• Wrong objective function
– Is accuracy the right measure?

https://socratadata.iot.in.gov/Government/ISP-Meth-Lab-Locations-Map/ktyc-iiu7
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Credit Dataset:

Majority vs. Minority Positive Decisions

78

Why is Machine Learning Introducing 

Bias?

• Key idea:  ML typically optimizes for overall accuracy

• What is going on?

– Distinct models that work best for majority, minority

– Optimizing for global accuracy (revenue, …) selects model that 

works for majority

• Accurate / effective model for majority

– But a bad model for the minority

79
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GDPR Requirement:

Transparency

• Article 13(2)(f), 4(2)(g): the existence of automated decision-
making, including profiling, referred to in Article 22(1) and (4) 
and, at least in those cases, meaningful information about the 
logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged 
consequences of such processing for the data subject.

• Article 22(1) The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a 
decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which 
produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects 
him or her.

• Article 22(4) Decisions referred to in paragraph 2 shall not be based on 
special categories of personal data referred to in Article 9(1), unless point (a) 
or (g) of Article 9(2) applies and suitable measures to safeguard the data 
subject's rights and freedoms and legitimate interests are in place.
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Credit Dataset:

Majority vs. Minority Accuracy

8181

Removing “bias”
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Decision Tree

82

Majority only model

Decision Tree:

Minority Only Model

83
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GDPR Requirement:

Can’t Use Certain Categories

• Article 22(4) Decisions referred to in paragraph 2 shall not 

be based on special categories of personal data referred 

to in Article 9(1), unless point (a) or (g) of Article 9(2) 

applies and suitable measures to safeguard the data 

subject's rights and freedoms and legitimate interests are 

in place.
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Fairness in Decision-Making -- The Causal 
Explanation Formula
(Junzhe Zhang and Elias Bareinboim AAAI’18) 

▪ Goal: Determine the specific mechanisms by which the protected attribute 
brings about change in the outcome variable (decision), without having a 
priori knowledge about the decision-making mechanisms. 

▪ Results: First, we introduced a new family of measures, based on causal 
inference, capable of detecting these mechanisms uniquely. We further 
derived the causal explanation formula, which allows one, for the first time, 
to decompose the observed discrimination in the specific discriminatory 
pathways present in the underlying decision-making process. 

▪ Vision: Develop a principled framework to understanding and explaining 
fairness problems in automated decision-making systems, which involves 
the challenge of translating unobserved human biases embedded in past 
decisions (present in the training data) into transparent causal quantities. 

100
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Example: Discrimination in Hiring

▪ The data analysis reveals that the total variation
𝐸 𝑌 𝑋 = 1 − 𝐸 𝑌 𝑋 = 0 ≪ 0

i.e., applicants of faith has lower chance of being hired.

▪ A frustrated applicant sues the company, claiming the 
disparity is due to:

▪ The company argues the disparity is due to:

X Y

Z

W

Religious 
belief 

Educational
background

Hiring
outcome 

Location

– Direct discrimination: the direct path 𝑋 → 𝑌.
– Indirect discrimination: the indirect path 𝑋 → 𝑊 → 𝑌.

– Difference in educational background: the spurious 
path 𝑋 𝑍 → 𝑌.

101

▪ Challenge: We do not have access to the code of the decision-making system (or the brains of 
the HR personnel in charge of hiring), so how to determine who is telling the truth?

Fairness in Decision-Making, Zhang and Bareinboim, AAAI’18.

Novel Counterfactual Measures 
for Path-Specific Effects

▪ The direct effect of the protected attribute X on the 
outcome 𝑌 is given by the counterfactual quantity:

𝐷𝐸𝑥0,𝑥1 𝑌|𝑥 = 𝐸 𝑌𝑥1,𝑊𝑥0|𝑥 − 𝐸 𝑌𝑥0 𝑥

▪ (See paper for formal semantics and interpretation.)

▪ The counterfactual indirect (left) and spurious (right) 
effects can be formalized in similar fashion. Graphically: 
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Fairness in Decision-Making, Zhang and Bareinboim, AAAI’18.
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Quantifying Discrimination –
The Causal Explanation Formula

Theorem. The total variation (TV), direct, indirect , and spurious effects satisfy the causal 
explanation formula, i.e.: 𝑇𝑉𝑥0,𝑥1 𝑌 = 𝐷𝐸𝑥0,𝑥1 𝑌|𝑥0

𝑅𝑒𝑑

− 𝐼𝐸𝑥1,𝑥0 𝑌|𝑥0
𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤

− 𝑆𝐸𝑥1,𝑥0 𝑌

𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒
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X Y

Z

W

Fairness in Decision-Making, Zhang and Bareinboim, AAAI’18.

Ideas for the Future

• Tests for Bias?
– Or perhaps just potential bias?

– ethicstoolkit.ai

• Fundamental changes in machine learning?
– Objective functions other than accuracy

• IEEE-SA P7003: Standard for Algorithmic Bias Considerations
– Work in Progress

• Understand distinction between Bias and Personalization (supported by 
the Mellon Foundation):
– What determines if a recommendation is “Biased” or “Personalized”

– Explored Participatory Design to elicit issues

– Joint work with Kendall Roark (Data Ethicist, Purdue Libraries) and Daniel Kelly 
(Purdue Philosophy Dept.)

https://ethicstoolkit.ai/
https://sites.ieee.org/sagroups-7003
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What do we do about it?
Standards and Best Practices

106

Version 2

• Launched December 2017 as a Request for Input

• Created by over 250 Global A/IS & Ethics professionals, in a 
bottom up, transparent, open and increasingly globally inclusive 
process

• Incorporates over 200 pages of feedback from public RFI and 
new Working Groups from China, Japan, Korea and more

• Thirteen Committees / Sections

• Contains over one hundred twenty key Issues and Candidate 
Recommendations 

Ethically Aligned Design
A Vision for Prioritizing Human Well-being with 

Autonomous and Intelligent Systems 

https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/
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IEEE P70xx Standards Projects 
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IEEE P7000: Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns During System Design

IEEE P7001: Transparency of Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7002: Data Privacy Process

IEEE P7003: Algorithmic Bias Considerations

IEEE P7004: Child and Student Data Governance 

IEEE P7005: Employer Data Governance 

IEEE P7006: Personal Data AI Agent Working Group

IEEE P7007: Ontological Standard for Ethically Driven Robotics and Automation

IEEE P7008: Ethically Driven Nudging for Robotic, Intelligent and Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7009: Fail-Safe Design of Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7010: Wellbeing Metrics Standard for Ethical AI and Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7011: Process of Identifying and Rating the Trustworthiness of News Sources

IEEE P7012: Standard for Machines Readable Personal Privacy Terms

109

http://sites.ieee.org/sagroups-7003/
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P7003 foundational sections

 Taxonomy of Algorithmic Bias

 Legal frameworks related to Bias

 Psychology of Bias

 Cultural aspects

110

P7003 algorithm development sections

 Algorithmic system design stages

 Person categorization and identifying affected population groups

 Assurance of representativeness of testing/training/validation data

 Evaluation of system outcomes

 Evaluation of algorithmic processing

 Assessment of resilience against external manipulation to Bias

Documentation of criteria, scope and justifications of choices

Related AI standards activities

 British Standards Institute (BSI) – BS 8611 Ethics design and application of robots

 ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42  Artificial Intelligence

– SG 1   Computational approaches and characteristics of AI systems

– SG 2   Trustworthiness

– SG 3   Use cases and applications

– WG 1  Foundational standards

 Jan 2018 China published “Artificial Intelligence Standardization White Paper.”


